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Abstract - Understanding the appropriation of CSCW--
Tools is key to their successful implementation. This pa-
per explores the social and organizational appropriation
of the Cuparla CSCW-environment in the Stuttgart city
council. The city council work requires a CSCW design
that is based on the notion of digital material in separated
work contexts. Within these contexts, the appropriation of
technology depends on trust within the collaborating
group and the organizational complexity of the tasks the
group is working on. Dealing with organizational com-
plexity and trust are therefore fundamental building
blocks of CSCW-implementation strategies. With regard
to software design, requirements can be elicited, that al-
low for different social trust structures as well as different
task support.
I. INTRODUCTION
Having suffered atrocious consequences from autocratic
leadership and autocratically lead companies, political leader-
ship in Germany as well as German industry were restructured
after WWII: Both in the political system and industry indi-
vidual leadership was replaced by collective leadership. Ex-
ecutive boards, committees and councils became the typical
decision making bodies. Their collective decision making
entails intricate political processes. The introduction of a
CSCW-environment to collective decision making bodies has
political dimensions. The political dimensions of CSCW use
in collective decision making bodies can most clearly be
studied in a pure political context, such as a city council.
Since a city council also has a strong need for CSCW-
support, Cuparla ("Computer support for parliamentary
work") was launched in the fall of 1995. In 1996 and 1997,
all 58 active members of the Stuttgart City Council were
equipped with a notebook, MS Office and the Lotus-Notes
based Cuparla CSCW-Environment. This notebook is con-
nected to a central Notes Server via ISDN. Council meetings
were supported with a mobile GroupSystems for Windows
Electronic Meeting System. Although more than two thirds of
the council members had little or no knowledge of Computers
in 1996, by March, 1998 about two thirds of the council
members were using the Cuparla System regularly (at least
one day with server access per week in February 1998).
This paper reports on the software design and the social
and organizational appropriation of the Cuparla CSCW-
environment in the Stuttgart City Council. There are two
central concepts linking design and appropriation: digital
material and political context. First, we will discuss other
research related to digital material and political contexts as
well as to CSCW-design and the study of appropriation. Then
we will briefly provide arguments for the need for CSCW-
environments in city council work. The following two ques-
tions provide guidelines for the ideas expressed in the main
part of the paper:
1. How can a CSCW-environment supply political decision
makers with digital material?
2. How are CSCW-tools adopted in a political context?
Recommendations for implementation strategies are also
presented at the end of the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Cuparla is a pilot project. A project team went through the
software design cycle from analysis over software design to
organizational implementation and evaluation. A full descrip-
tion of the Cuparla project can be found in [1]. The following
considerations are important for the purpose of this paper:
• Previous field research on CSCW in decision making
groups in politics
• Understanding the appropriation of CSCW-environments
• Ethnomethodologically informed design.
A. Previous Field research on CSCW in Decision Making
Groups in Politics
To our knowledge, there is surprisingly little research on
the CSCW support to political decision making groups. Most
research on city councils refers to their communication and
collaboration with the citizen (for an overview see [2]). In
1992, the Helsinki conference was planned to be supported by
a Group Support System [3]. There is a short report on a
groupware support to the Swedish parliament [4]. The author
summarizes the experiences: "Teleworking in the Swedish
Parliament means reduced possibilities for the leadership to
control and lead work and will create new forms for manage-
ment."
B. Understanding the Appropriation of CSCW-Environ-
ments
There is a widespread agreement that the success of
CSCW-tools does not only depend on technology but also on
social, organizational and economic factors. Already in 1988
Grudin [5] identified two factors as major reason for CSCW
failures:
1. There is a disparity between the beneficiaries of the
CSCW-application and the supporters who have the work.
2. Managers tend to favor applications that benefit them-
selves and put the cost to others.
Reflecting on recent successful groupware implementation
projects, Grudin [6] concludes that technological infrastruc-
ture, expanded functionality, ease of use, and peer pressure
are success factors for the organizational groupware imple-
mentation. Top management support is not necessarily im-
portant.
Marcus and Conolly [7] show that a free rider syndrome is
even a problem, when the same user group enjoys the benefits
as well as shoulders the burden. Orlikowski [8] explains how
the incentive system and the appropriation of the CSCW-
System can benefit or hinder the use of the system. Based on
Giddens work [9], Orlikowski [10] developed a general
model of the organizational technology appropriation proc-
esses. Technology is not a fixed structure but has different
meanings and shapes in different organizational context.
From the adaptive structuration theory of DeSanctis and
Poole [11] it can be deduced, that out that guiding the appro-
priation process is key to successful implementation of group
support systems.
Schwarzer, Zerbe and Krcmar [12] developed a framework
for understanding the organizational implications of informa-
tion technology use (Fig. 1). In their research, trust turned out
to be a central dimension for understanding information tech-
nology appropriation.
Using transaction cost theory, exchange theory and re-
source dependency the authors show, how the combination of
rational economy and polity can explain the appropriation of
collaborative technology in organizations. If sharing of mate-
rial is carefully designed, it can be a powerful means for fur-
thering trust and productivity in distributed teams and organi-
zations[13,14]. They recommend shared material for the
problem solving stage of cooperation, shared material and
library material for the coordination stage and shared mate-
rial, library material an private material for the production
stage (Fig. 2).
Generally, trust is becoming an issue in sociology, econ-
omy and information systems research. Luhmann understands
trust as a "mechanism to reduce social complexity" [14].
Albach [15] proposes that trust is a necessary factor for the
functioning of imperfect markets. Handy [16] and Scholz [17]
generally propose that trust plays an important role for dis-
tributed organizations. However, there are no detailed studies
or frameworks for understanding the role of trust in CSCW
design and appropriation.
C. Ethnomethodologically Informed Design
If design is the issue rather than theory, ethnography has
been established as a valid methodology for CSCW. Socio-
logical methods have been adapted to the needs of CSCW
design and successfully used in field studies. Ethnography
tries to understand the use of artifacts in a culture from within
the culture. Ethnographers went into the air-traffic control
towers [18], the City dealing Room [19] and the London
underground control room [20]. While ethnographers argue
that ethnographic studies are traditionally lengthy and should
be carried out by ethnographers, they propose "quick and
dirty ethnography" as a methodology that has value for
CSCW-designers [21,22].
We combined ethnographic design with a hermeneutic ap-
proach1 to object oriented design [23,24,25] to create the
Needs Driven Approach (NDA) for the design ("Gestaltung")
of computer supported collaborative work [26]. The NDA
provides a framework to analyze teams, their tools artifacts
and their team memory.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND EMPIRICAL BASIS
The Cuparla project was started as an action research proj-
ect in Fall 1995 (for a discussion of the methodoligical ap-
proach see [27] in this conference). In Winter 1995, a group
of three researchers (one sociologist, one business trainer and
one information systems researcher) observed the collabora-
tion of council members both in their party groups and in
their committee meetings over a period of three months fol-
lowing the NDA. Based on these observations, the council
members’ need for CSCW-support were elicited in a series of
GroupSystems for Windows meetings [28]. Based on the
qualitative research a questionnaire was developed. This
questionnaire as well as minutes of their time-investment
strengthened the empirical foundation of the analysis. In
Summer and Fall of 1996, we designed and implemented the
Cuparla Software with Lotus Notes 4.x. A first group of pilot
users were equipped with a notebook and software in Fall
1996 and the large majority of the council members had their
system by Summer of 1997. Through 1997 we introduced the
software into the council work, received feedback from the
users and adapted the software. Training was also provided
by the team members. The active collaboration with the users
provided further insight into their work and into the social
structure of the party groups. In the first quarter of 1998, we
evaluated the usage and organizational change by a series of
interviews, GroupSystems meetings and questionnaires with
                                                       
1 The approach of Züllighoven and Budde is based on the
philosophy of the early Heidegger.

































Fig. 1: Types of cooperation materials
all active members of the city council. Furthermore, we ana-
lyzed the Notes server logs of 1997 and the first two months
of 1998.
IV. CITY COUNCIL WORK
Members of the Stuttgart City Council work more than 40
hours a week in local politics and decision making in addition
to their full-time jobs as engineers, accountants, business
owners, etc. While Council and political party meetings are
held in the city-hall, members do not have an office there.
Meeting preparation, perusal of documents, as well as other
office activities are done at home. In a city with more than
500.000 inhabitants, council members are inundated with
documents. Council members have expressed concern over
flow of information and inadequate use of their time. There-
fore, we launched the Cuparla project to improve access to
information and collaboration between council members.
A detailed analysis of council member’s work revealed the
following characteristics:
• Since council members are very mobile they need „any
time any place“ support.
• Council members collaborate and behave differently in
different contexts: while they are informal and open
among their fellow party members, they are more con-
trolled and formal in official council meetings.
• The closer one looks at council work, the less structure
there is. Every council member has the right of initiative
and can inform and involve other members at any time.
• Council members are rarely power computer users. Com-
puter support for them has to be very easy to use.
A city council is not a homogeneous entity; rather there are
strong individual personalities gathered together in 3 large
and 3 small party groups. Each party group has its distinct
political culture. This political culture is characterized by
different work styles, communication structures, leadership
styles and social behavior. A key challenge to software design
was to create one CSCW-environment which fits all the dif-
ferent cultures and could be appropriated according to the
individual's and party group's preferences.
V. SOFTWARE DESIGN
In terms of designing computer support, we first had to de-
cide on the basic orientation of our software. The presently
most discussed options are workflow and document orienta-
tion. We discussed workflow, but the workflow model was
inappropriate - there are too few steps and there is little order
in the council members’  collaboration. Imposing a new
structure into this situation would have been too restrictive for
the council members. Then we tried pure document-
orientation, imposing no structure at all on the council mem-
bers’  work. We created one large database with all the docu-
ments any member of the city council would and could need.
However, working with this database turned out to be too
difficult for the council members. They need to control access
to certain documents throughout all stages of the decision
process. For example, one party may not want to reveal it’s
proposals to other parties before the item has been officially
addressed at a city council meeting. Controlling access for
each document individually and changing the access control
list was not feasible.
Therefore, we decided to take the working context as the
foundation of our design. This decision was influenced by our
observations of the actual work performed: though working as
city council, council members acted differently depending on
their work context (private, in large sessions, in inter faction
teams, or within their party groups). We decided to group
these contexts into "rooms". There is a private office where
the council member works at home, a "party room", where he
collaborates with his party colleagues, a room for committee
meetings, a room for work groups, a private post office, and a
library for filed information. All these rooms have an elec-
tronic equivalent in the Cuparla Software. When a council
member opens the Cuparla Software, he sees all the rooms
from the entrance hall (figure 3). The council member creates
a document in one room (e.g. his private office) and then
shares it with other council members in other rooms. If he
moves a document into the room of his political party, he
shares it with his party colleagues, if he hands it to the ad-
ministration, he shares it with public administrators and pub-
lic officials as well as all other council members etc.
The interface of the electronic rooms resembles the setup of
the original rooms. Figure 4 shows the example of the room
for a parliamentary party. On the left of the screen there are
the document locations, on the right side are the documents of
the selected location. On the desk there are all current work-
ing documents. Documents located there have the connotation
that they need to be worked on without an additional outside
trigger. If a document is in the files, it belongs to a topic that
is still under consideration. A trigger is necessary to move it
outside the shelf. If a topic becomes  inactive, all documents
related to it are moved to the archive.
Fig. 3: Entrance Hall
Fig. 4: Parliamentary Party Room
The other document locations support collaboration inside
the party. The conference desk contains all the documents for
the next weekly party meeting. Any council member within
the party can put documents there. When a council member
prepares for the meeting, he or she needs only to look on the
conference desk to find the relevant information. The mailbox
for the chairman contains all documents the chairman needs
to take action  on. All memebres have access to the mailbox
while access to the chairman´s e-mail account is restricted.
Replication of work is avoided because every council member
is aware of the chairman’s agenda. The "mailbox of the as-
sistant" contains tasks for the party assistants, the mailbox for
the secretary contains assignments for the secretary (e.g. a
draft for a letter). The inbox contains documents that have
been moved from other rooms into this room.
Thus, in the electronic room, all locations have the same
meaning as in the current manual situation. The council mem-
bers do not have to relearn their work; instead they collabo-
rate in the shared environment they are accustomed to with
mutually agreed on expectations of each other’s behavior.
There are also some specific design features that make the
software easy to use. The software purposely does not have a
fancy 3D-interface that has the same look as a real room.
Buttons (in the entrance hall) and lists (in the rooms) are
much easier to use and do not distract the user from the es-
sential elements of the software. Each location (e.g. the desk)
has a little arrow. If a user clicks on this arrow, a document is
moved to the location. This operation is much easier for a
beginner than the drag and drop method.
Furthermore, software design does not stop at just building
an electronic equivalent of a manual situation. If one wants to
truly benefit from the opportunities of electronic collaboration
support systems, one has to include new tools that would not
be possible in the manual setting. For example, additional
cross location and room search features are needed to make it
easier for the council member to retrieve information. The
challenge of interface design is to give the user a starting
point that is as close as possible to the „norm“.  Options must
be provided which allow the user to grow and adjust working
behavior to the opportunities offered by the computer.
The Cuparla software currently provides the council mem-
bers with distributed document management tools, informa-
tion databases, electronic mail and shared calendars and elec-
tronic meeting support.
What is novel about the Cuparla software approach? The
room metaphor has already been introduced to CSCW by
Henderson&Card [29]. Although it has been frequently dis-
cussed as an interface metaphor in the literature since then,
we are not aware of any applications in field trials. Further-
more, in Cuparla, rooms are not just an interface metaphor but
also serve as document containers and contexts with specific
access privileges, restrictions and - most importantly, as dis-
cussed below - room for different political and organizational
cultures to grow.
In Cuparla, rooms are also not just shared workspaces as
discussed in [30]. Rather they are places for collaboration
[31]. A room contains several shared working areas with
specific social meanings. They allow for the establishment of
specific rules and conventions for all types of collaboration
within a large group. Cuparla rooms provide enough structure
to give orientation and establish rules and enough flexibility
for council members to move from one working context to
another.
VI. APPROPRIATION
All members in all 6 party groups received the same
CSCW-environment. The following discussion focuses on the
appropriation of the tools in the three large party groups.
The three party groups are designated, for purposes of this
study, as Group A, Group B, and Group C and have 20 mem-
bers, 16 members, and 11 members respectively. Each party
group has 2-3 secretaries and assistants who support their
work.
The Cuparla CSCW-Environment supports four basic
CSCW- functions: information, communication, coordination
and collaboration. We understand information as a transfer of
data from one actor P1 (i.e. a person or a group of persons) to
another actor P2. Typically actor P1 has no personal relation-
ship to actor P2. Information is often stored in databases.
Communication stands for an exchange of data between two
actors P1 and P2. P1 and P2 have a personal relationship.
Coordination means the management of dependencies be-
tween several actors (P1..Pn) [32]. Collaboration between two
actors P1 and P2 is defined as communication between the
two plus a shared material M1 [13].
Appropriation of the Cuparla CSCW environment poses
both a rational economic and a sociopolitical challenge. The
rational economic dimension is best described by the com-
plexity of the task the actors tackle, i.e.. how difficult a given
task is to solve and how many people are needed to carry out
the task. The sociopolitical dimension within can be best
described with the trust within the group. The Cuparla project
revealed an interesting relationship between the type of























Fig. 5: Trust, Task Complexity and Appropriation
Information tools were mainly used for tasks with low
complexity and for tasks that required little trust within the
group. The most important information tools were databases
with information from the administration (e.g. motions). In-
formation tools were frequently used by all members of the
City Council for their individual work.
Communication tools - in Cuparla mainly Email - were also
used for tasks with low complexity but required trust between
the actors. Email can transfer the content of a message, how-
ever the relationship aspect, self-revelation ("Selbstoffen-
barung") aspect and the appellation ("Appellation") aspect of
the message [33] is not as easily transferred as in face-to-face
contact or on the telephone. The context of communication
has to be partially replaced by trust in the communication
partner. Furthermore, the council members had to trust that
the message was not misused (e.g. by being forwarded to
other persons). We observed that electronic communication
particularly took place in informal groups.
Coordination tools were used for tasks with high task com-
plexity. The high task complexity results from the large num-
ber of people involved in the task. Two coordination tools
were used in the Stuttgart City Council: a group calendar and
shared material. The group calendar was used in a confiden-
tial mode, i.e. no one had direct access to another person’s
calendar. Instead, all appointments related to a particular
party group were broadcast to the group and accepted by the
individual group members. Shared material was used to pub-
lish a set of tasks to the group in the electronic party group
room. Group members interested in the task (e.g. representing
the party at a reception) could electronically reserve the task
for themselves. Since the two coordination mechanisms focus
on time as a resource and task, they require relatively little
interpersonal trust.
Cooperation tools were used for tasks with high task com-
plexity. Two types of cooperation tools were used in Cuparla.
The room of the party group was used to jointly write mo-
tions. Meetings were supported with the electronic meeting
system GroupSystems. Both joint motions and meetings typi-
cally raise difficult political issues that require the involve-
ment of several persons. Furthermore, they require interper-
sonal trust. The council members publish their motions as
unfinished documents. Opponents within the party group can
misuse the unfinished documents to kill or water-down a
motion before it has had a chance to ripen. Or, they can just
delete the document from the shared environment. Electronic
meeting systems require interpersonal trust, because the
meeting process is much harder to control than in conven-
tional meetings.
These observations of the work in the Stuttgart Cty Council
lead to the first conclusion: Interpersonal trust and task com-
plexity leads to a different appropriation of CSCW tools.
Groups with little interpersonal trust appropriate information
tools (for low complexity tasks) and coordination tools (for
high complexity tasks) first and most heavily use them.
Groups with high interpersonal trust use both information and
communication tools (for low complexity tasks) and easily
appropriate cooperation tools (for high complexity tasks). The
following sections will look at the appropriation processes in
more detail.
The party groups in the City Council had significantly dif-
ferent leadership styles. Differences in basic values, internal
fragmentation and mistrust in party group A lead to hierarchi-
cal leadership. Shared basic values, homogeneity and trust in
party group B lead to a participatory leadership. Party group
C was somewhere in between A and B regarding sharing
basic values and trusting one another. However, they have a
tradition of a participatory leadership style. They are partially
successful in living up to these expectations. Since party
group A and B are sufficient to analyze the different appro-
priation styles, party group C will not be discussed in the
following section.
The different style of leadership did not only lead to prefer-
ences in the choice of basic CSCW functions (i.e. informa-
tion, communication...) but also to differences in the appro-
priation of the CSCW-functions themselves. Figure 6 summa-
rizes the usage of CSCW functions in Party A with the hierar-
chical leadership and party B with the participatory leader-
ship.
The discussion of leadership and appropriation of tools is
linked to the discussion above, because the hierarchical lead-
ership is associated with a culture of control and lack of inter-
personal trust. The participatory leadership style coincides
with a culture of interpersonal trust.
Party A tends to hide important information from the in-
formation system. For example, the minutes of party group
meetings are only accessible to the two leading council mem-
bers. At one point, they were immediately removed from the
system after they had been mistakenly  entered by the secre-
tary. The secrecy of party A had only limited effects on the
value of the information system because each individual
council member is by law entitled to receive decision infor-
mation from the administration. Still, the prominent role of
information possession in party A is as a source of power.
Party B tends to publish information in its own digital party
group room. It regularly shares information on its council
meetings and information that is produced in its internal work.
The prominent role of information in party B is that of a re-
source for work.
Party A uses the communication system in a star oriented
manner. Most messages are exchanged between the central
office of the party and the individual members. However, this
argument may appear weaker, because there also exist sub-
groups in party A that have created their own communication
networks. Yet these subgroups themselves have created their
own less hierarchical (sub-) culture. The usage pattern of
party B resembles a communication network: the central party
group office does not play the same important role as it does
in party A. Rather, the council members communicate with
one another according to their current demand from work.
Party A and B show surprising differences in their appro-
priation of coordination tools. Party A embraces the opportu-
nity to coordinate their work activities with a group calendar.
Some background on council work is necessary to understand
their behavior. Council members by law have their own
opinion and vote on political issues. It is therefore impossible
to implement a hierarchy directly by dictating to council
members what they have to do and how they have to decide.
Hierarchies come into existence due to differences in access
to information (see discussion above) and by deciding which
issues are discussed when and how much time is spent on
them. Thus, party group A (more precisely, the leadership of
party group A) generally implemented their hierarchy by rule
over time. The group calendar gave them a mechanism to
further consolidate the rule.
Party group B up to now has not used the group calendar at
all. They rather coordinate their work by sharing material.
This material can have the function of a shared to-do-list [34].
Tasks are entered in the to-do-list and the individual members
can subscribe to those tasks. Party group B also coordinates
their meeting preparation over a shared and prediscussed
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Fig. 6:  Leadership and Appropriation
cussed in the weekly meeting, enters it into the shared agenda.
Before Cuparla, the council members did so by  telephoning
the office of the party group. Now they welcome the opportu-
nity to not only reserve time for their agenda items, but also
view the agenda items of the others. Thus, shared digital ma-
terial allowed them to further improve their traditional coor-
dination mechanism.
The different leadership styles also became apparent
through collaboration. There is little ongoing collaboration in
the digital "party group room" A. Rather, the results of fin-
ished work are presented there. They use other media (e.g.
Email) to prepare documents, channel them through the party
group hierarchy and only present them, once they are fin-
ished. The office of the party group then controls which
documents are presented. Immediately after the introduction
of the CSCW-environment, party group A requested reserved
collaboration areas for subgroups. The leadership furthermore
requested from the software designers hierarchy within the
party group be enforced in one critical point. The party group
has an internal rule that a motion from a member of the party
group must the „ok“ of the party leadership. However, by law
the individual council member has the right to an individual
motion without the „ok“ of anyone else. The leadership
wanted to change the software so that only the party leader-
ship could digitally forward motions to the administration.
Party group B uses the digital party group room for col-
laboration. Unfinished documents are submitted and elec-
tronically discussed. The party group assistant facilitates the
discussion process, e.g. by archiving old documents, starting
discussions or removing documents that resulted from user
errors. Party group B was more open to the usage of elec-
tronic meeting systems. For example,  they used GroupSys-
tems for Windows during the last two years for their internal
budget discussions. Party group A refused to use GroupSys-
tems for Windows for their party group budget preparation
because the critical decisions were made by the leadership
outside the meetings anyhow. An electronic meeting would
have opened the door to unwelcome participation and criti-
cism.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The Cuparla experience confirms some previous CSCW
observations, changes some others and brings up some new
observations and design ideas.
First, ease of use is crucial for the acceptance of CSCW-
tools in diverse groups with many computer beginners. We
provided CSCW places with an easy to use interface building
on the council members' traditional work experiences.
Secondly, the Cuparla work leads to important conse-
quences for the design of telecooperation systems for groups
that can either have subgroups or whose organizational cul-
ture might change over time (through elections, replacement
of members etc.). In order to allow using the same CSCW-
software environment for different cultures (which obviously
can be easily developed in the same overall work context) the
same software has to allow for several cooperation scenarios
and thus deliver flexibility. If not, then the software is not
only restricted to a certain task domain (in our example city
council work) but also to one specific work scenario within
that domain (in our example party A or B). Also it is worth-
while to note, that change can occur over time within the
same party. Future software design then needs to take a two
layer approach: as within the same legal administrative re-
quirements, different work styles can evolve.
Thirdly, trust between participants is required and main-
tained by CSCW-tools. Openness of information allows the
maintainence of  trust, whereas closedness disables the emer-
gence of trust. For the software designer it is important to
notice that one cannot stipulate the existence of a trusting
environment, if the history of collaboration does not support
it. As trust can erode, so can the hierarchical leadership style.
From our experience, we would not automatically state that
CSCW tools lead to more participatory design or participa-
tion: a great deal depends on the actors.
Fourthly, trust and task complexity lead to specific appro-
priation patterns of CSCW technology. While coordination
tools may work in hierarchical, low-trust environment, col-
laboration tools require more trust. Only after passing a
threshold of task complexity, do the users move from simple
communication tools (Email) and information tools (docu-
ment databases) to coordination and collaboration tools.
Lastly, there is a the close link between a political group
work, CSCW design and appropriation of CSCW technology.
After closely observing the work and the social structure of
council work, we were able to identify working context as the
dominating structure in council work. And only after studying
the appropriation patterns of the technology in the field were
we able to further understand council work and design a use-
ful system.
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